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The process eþe− → Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− þ c:c: is observed for the first time with the data sample of
567 pb−1 collected with the BESIII detector operating at the BEPCII collider at a center-of-mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 4.6 GeV. The statistical significance of theDs0ð2317Þ signal is 5.8σ and the mass is measured to be
ð2318.3 1.2 1.2Þ MeV=c2. The absolute branching fraction BðDs0ð2317Þ → π0Ds Þ is measured as
1.00þ0.00−0.14ðstatÞþ0.00−0.14ðsystÞ for the first time. The uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.97.051103
I. INTRODUCTION
TheDs0ð2317Þ− meson1 was first observed at the BABAR
experiment via its decay to π0D−s [1,2]; it was subsequently
confirmed at the CLEO [3] and Belle [4] experiments. The
Ds0ð2317Þ− meson is suggested to be the P-wave c¯s state
with spin-parity JP ¼ 0þ. However, the measured mass
ð2317.7 0.6Þ MeV=c2 [5] is at least 150 MeV=c2 lower
than the calculations of a potential model [6] and lattice
QCD [7] for the conventional c¯s state, but it can be explained
by introducing other effects. As the Ds0ð2317Þ− is
45 MeV=c2 below the DK threshold, it has been proposed
as a good candidate for aDKmolecule [8], a c¯sqq¯ tetraquark
state [9], one of the chiral charmed doublets [10], or a
mixture of a c¯s meson and a c¯sqq¯ tetraquark [11].
TheDs0ð2317Þ− is extremely narrow, and the upper limit
on its width is 3.8 MeV at the 95% confidence level (C.L.)
[12]. The only known decay is the isospin-violating mode
π0D−s , and no branching fraction or partial width of this
mode has been measured. Theoretical calculations give
different values for the partial decaywidthΓðDs0ð2317Þ− →
π0D−s Þ based on different assumptions [13–16]. The partial
width ΓðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ is around 30 keVor even as
low as a few keVif theDs0ð2317Þ− is a pure c¯s state, while it
can be enhanced by a hundred keV or even larger in the
molecule picture due to the contribution of meson loops.
Therefore, the partial decay width or the branching fraction
is a key quantity to identify the nature of Ds0ð2317Þ−.
In this article, we present first observation of eþe− →
Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− þ c:c: and the first measurement of the
absolute branching fraction of Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s . The
data sample, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity
of 567 pb−1 [17], has been collected at a center-of-mass
(c.m.) energy of 4.6 GeV [18]. In this analysis, a Dþs is
reconstructed via its γDþs decay with Dþs decaying to
KþK−πþ, and its recoil mass spectrum is examined to
search for a Ds0ð2317Þ− signal. The Dþs tagged sample is
further divided into two subcategories, one with a tagged π0
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and the other with no tagged π0. By using the numbers of
signal events in these two categories, the absolute branch-
ing fraction of Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s is determined.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the BESIII detector and the MC simulation are
described; in Sec. III, the event selections for Dþs and π0
are listed; Sec. IV presents the determination of the
absolute branching fraction, as well as the measurement
of the mass of Ds0ð2317Þ−; and Sec. V lists the estimation
of the corresponding systematic uncertainties. A summary
of all results is given in Sec. VI.
II. BESIII DETECTOR AND MC SIMULATION
The BESIII detector, described in detail in Ref. [19], has a
geometrical acceptance of 93% of 4πrad. A small-cell
helium-basedmain drift chamber (MDC) provides a charged
particle momentum resolution of 0.5% at 1 GeV=c in a 1 T
magnetic field, and supplies energy loss (dE=dx) measure-
ments with a resolution better than 6% for electrons from
Bhabha scattering. The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC)
measures photon energies with a resolution of 2.5% (5%) at
1.0GeVin the barrel (end caps). Particle identification (PID)
is provided by a time-of-flight system (TOF) with a time
resolution of 80 ps (110 ps) for the barrel (end caps). The
muon system, located in the iron flux return yoke of the
magnet, provides 2 cm position resolution and detects muon
tracks with momentum greater than 0.5 GeV=c.
In order to determine the detection efficiency and to
optimize the selection criteria, the GEANT4-based [20]
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation software BOOST [21],
which includes the geometric description of the detector




p ¼ 4.6 GeV with Dþs → γDþs and
Dþs → KþK−πþ, and Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s or γD−s . The
D−s and D−s are set to decay inclusively. The JP of
Ds0ð2317Þ− is 0þ, so it is in relative S-wave to the Dþs ,
and they are generated uniformly in phase space. The initial
state radiation (ISR) is simulated with KKMC [22] using a
calculation with a precision better than 0.2%. The final state
radiation (FSR) effects associated with charged particles is
handled with PHOTOS [23]. To study the possible back-
grounds, an inclusive MC sample with an integrated
luminosity equivalent to data is generated. All the known
charmonium transitions, hadronic decays and open charm
channels are modeled with EVTGEN [24,25] incorporating
the branching fractions taken from the Particle Data Group
[5], while the QED processes and the unknown charmo-




To reconstruct Dþs , the γDþs channel is used with Dþs
decaying to KþK−πþ. Events with at least three charged
track candidates and at least one photon candidate are
selected. For each charged track candidate, the polar angle
θ in the MDC must satisfy j cos θj < 0.93, and the distance
of the closest approach to the eþe− interaction point is
required to be less than 10 cm along the beam direction and
less than 1 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam. PID,
which uses both the information from TOF and the specific
energy loss (dE=dx), is performed to separate kaons and
pions. The photon candidates are selected from showers in
the EMC with deposited energy greater than 25 MeV in the
barrel [j cosðθÞj < 0.8] or greater than 50 MeV in the end-
cap regions [0.86 < j cosðθÞj < 0.92]. To eliminate showers
produced by charged tracks, the photon candidate must be
separated by at least 20° fromany charged track. The time for
the shower measured by the EMC from the start of this event
is restricted to be less than 700 ns to suppress electronic
noise and energy depositions unrelated to the event.
All combinations are required to have the
invariant masses of KþK−πþ and γKþK−πþ within
ΔMKþK−πþ ≡ jMðKþK−πþÞ −mDþs j < 16 MeV=c2 and
ΔMγKþK−πþ≡ jMðγKþK−πþÞ−mDþs j<11MeV=c2, where
MððγÞKþK−πþÞ is the invariant mass of the ðγÞKþK−πþ
system, and mDþs and mDþs are the nominal masses of D
þ
s
and Dþs [5], respectively. A two-constraint (2C) kinematic
fit is performed on the surviving events with the mass
constraints of Ds and Ds to obtain a better recoil mass
resolution and to suppress backgrounds. The χ22C from the
kinematic fit is required to be less than 14. All successful
combinations in each event are kept for further study.
After the previously described selection criteria, the
recoil mass distribution of Dþs is shown in Fig. 1, where
a Ds0ð2317Þ− signal can be observed. The events in the
sidebands of Dþs and Dþs in the sample before the





























FIG. 1. Distribution of the Dþs recoil mass of the events from
data (black dots) and inclusive MC sample (green histogram),
which is normalized according to the integrated luminosity. The
red curve shows the same distribution for Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− events
from MC simulation.
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is observed. The inclusive MC sample, which does not
include production of the Ds0ð2317Þ−, matches well with
the background from data. In the inclusive MC sample, the
remaining events are non-Dþs events around the
Ds0ð2317Þ− peak, including non-Dþs events and miscom-
bined γDþs events, where the γ or Dþs could come from
other decay modes of Dþs . For the event with a real Dþs ,
such as eþe− → Dþs D−s orDþs D−s , the recoil mass ofDþs
is far away from the Ds0ð2317Þ− peak and has no influence
in this analysis. In general, none of the known backgrounds
can form a peak in the signal region. On the other hand, the
technique to measure the absolute branching fraction
BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ avoids the influence of the
unknown three-body processes γDþs Ds0ð2317Þ− and
π0Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− even if they exist since they have an
identical Ds0ð2317Þ− compared to the signal process
Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ−.
The process eþe− → Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− → Dþs π0D−s is
studied via a further π0 reconstruction with two photons
from the remaining showers in the EMC and D−s as the
missing particle. If there are more than two photons, all
combinations of γγDþs are subjected to a 4C kinematic fit
with mass constraints on the Dþs , Dþs , π0 candidates and a
missing D−s , requiring the χ24C to be less than 36.
The requirements on ΔMKþK−πþ , ΔMγKþK−πþ , χ22C and
χ24C are optimized with MC samples to obtain the
best statistical precision of BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ.
The Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− signal is generated by assuming
BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ ¼ 0.9 and BðDs0ð2317Þ− →
γD−s Þ ¼ 0.1 and normalized according to the number of
signal events from data. The background is taken from a toy
MC sample generated by fitting the recoil mass distribution
of Dþs from data. The MC samples are analyzed with the
same procedure as for data to obtain the branching fraction
BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ. The requirements yielding the
smallest relative statistical uncertainty are used in this
analysis.
IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE
BRANCHING FRACTION
Based on the above event selections, the eþe− →
Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− events are divided in two subcategories:
“π0-tag succeeded" if at least one π0 is tagged and the event
passed the 4C kinematic fit, and “π0-tag failed" for the
other events. The recoil mass distributions of the Dþs from
the 2C kinematic fit of these two subcategories are shown
in Fig. 2. These distributions are fitted simultaneously to
measure the branching fraction of Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s .
The real Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s signal events could be
categorized into both subsamples since the detection
efficiency for π0 is 43.4%. On the other hand, potential
background events, such as Ds0ð2317Þ− → γD−s or other
decay channels, could be reconstructed in the π0-tag
succeeded sample too. Therefore, the number of
Ds0ð2317Þ− signal events in the π0-tag succeeded sub-
sample, N0, is expressed as
N0 ¼ Ntot=ϵtot · B · ϵsig þ Ntot=ϵtot · ð1 − BÞ · ϵbkg; ð1Þ
where the first and the second terms represent the con-
tributions from Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s (with a branching
fraction of B) and from the other Ds0ð2317Þ− decay mode
(with a branching fraction of 1 − B), respectively. Here the
other decay mode means the potential peaking background
mode Ds0ð2317Þ− → γD−s , which is expected to be the
dominant mode besides π0D−s , and any other decay modes
are considered in the systematic uncertainty. The Ntot is
the number of Ds0ð2317Þ− signal events in the full sample
(the sum of π0-tag succeeded and π0-tag failed events), ϵtot
is the corresponding detection efficiency for the recon-
structed Dþs , Ntot=ϵtot is the number of produced
Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− events, ϵsig is the detection efficiency
for Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s events being reconstructed in
the π0-tag succeeded sample including the branching
fraction of π0 → γγ [5], and ϵbkg is the efficiency for
non-[Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s ] events to be reconstructed in
the π0-tag succeeded sample. The efficiencies ϵtot, ϵsig and
ϵbkg are obtained from MC simulations, and are 40.0%,
17.2%, and 5.8%, respectively.
From Eq. (1), we derive the absolute branching fraction
BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ as
B ¼ N0 − Ntot=ϵtot · ϵbkg
Ntot=ϵtot · ðϵsig − ϵbkgÞ
; ð2Þ
where the branching fraction B and Ntot are the free
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FIG. 2. Fit result for data at 4.6 GeV for the two subsamples,
π0-tag succeeded (top) and π0-tag failed (bottom). The red dotted
and green dashed curves show the fit results for signal and
background, respectively, while the blue curve shows their sum.
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distributions of the Dþs in Fig. 2, and N0 is calculated
using Eq. (1).
The shape for the Ds0ð2317Þ− signal is described with a
Crystal Ball function [28] convolved with a Gaussian
function, while the background is parametrized with a
linear function. The parameters of the Crystal Ball function
except for the mass are fixed to the values from a fit to the
MC simulated Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− sample, in which the
Ds0ð2317Þ− is simulated with zero width. The Gaussian
function is used to describe the data-MC difference in mass
resolution, and the standard deviation is taken from a
control sample of eþe− → Dþs D−s at 4.6 GeV. By recon-
structing the Dþs from the process eþe− → Dþs D−s , it is
found that the recoilingDþs signal shape in MC simulation
needs to be smeared by a Gaussian with the standard
deviation of 0.9 MeV=c2 in order to match the data. The
standard deviation of the Gaussian function in the fit to the
Ds0ð2317Þ− signal is fixed to this value.
From the simultaneous fit, the total number of
Ds0ð2317Þ− signal events is 115 21, and the number
of Ds0ð2317Þ− events in the π0 tag-succeeded subsample is
46.8 9.4. The latter event yield is found to be 49.3 with a
constraint that the branching fraction is no larger than 1.
Using Eq. (2), the absolute branching fraction of
Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s is measured to be 1.00þ0.00−0.14 , with a
constraint that the branching fraction cannot be larger than
1. The statistical uncertainty, 0.14, is estimated by covering
the 68.3% C.L. from the likelihood distribution of the
branching fraction. By comparing the difference of the log-
likelihood with and without theDs0ð2317Þ− signal in the fit
and considering the change of the number of degrees of
freedom, the statistical significance of the Ds0ð2317Þ−
signal is estimated as 5.8σ. The mass of Ds0ð2317Þ− is
measured to be ð2318.3 1.2Þ MeV=c2.
The JP of Ds0ð2317Þ is 0þ, so both the Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ−
and the π0D−s systems are expected to be in a relative
S-wave, and the angular distributions are expected to
be flat. We define the signal region of Ds0ð2317Þ− as
½2.31; 2.33 GeV=c2, and the sideband regions as [2.28,
2.30] and ½2.34; 2.36 GeV=c2 to estimate the contribution
of background. Figure 3 shows the angular distributions of
Ds0ð2317Þ− in the eþe− c.m. system and of π0 in the
Ds0ð2317Þ− c.m. system. Both distributions are flat, as
expected, and can be modeled by the MC simulations.
V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTY STUDY
A. Absolute branching fraction measurement
For the branching fraction measurement, many sources
of systematic uncertainties cancel since the branching
fraction is determined by the relative signal yields in the
two subsamples. The main systematic uncertainties come
from π0 reconstruction, the used signal and background
shapes, π0D−s selections, the possible width ofDs0ð2317Þ−,
and potential peaking backgrounds.
The uncertainty on π0 reconstruction is taken as 0.7%
from a study of ψð3686Þ → J=ψπ0π0 and eþe− → ωπ0 by
considering the momentum dependency of π0. In the
nominal fit, the signal shape is parametrized by a
Crystal Ball function with a tail due to the ISR effect.
Given that the energy dependent cross sections of eþe− →
Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− are not measured with high precision, the
systematic uncertainty should be studied conservatively.
We vary the signal shape to a Gaussian with all parameters
free, and the relative difference in the branching fractions,
5.0%, is taken as systematic uncertainty. The background in
the nominal fit is parametrized as a linear function. We
change this shape to a second order polynomial function
and take the relative difference in branching fractions,
7.4%, as systematic uncertainty due to background shape.
For π0D−s selection, we perform a kinematic fit, which
could cause a systematic bias in the efficiency between data
and MC simulation. To study this difference, we correct the
helix parameters of the charged tracks in MC simulation
[29]; the difference in χ2 distribution between data and MC
simulation becomes negligibly small according to other
studies [30]. We take half of the difference in the ratio of
detection efficiencies ϵsig and ϵtot between MC simulations
with and without this correction as systematic uncertainty
(3.1%). The nominal result is based on the corrected MC
simulation.
The width of Ds0ð2317Þ is unknown and cannot be
measured in this analysis due to limited statistics. In the
nominal fit, we use the shape from MC simulation of
Ds0ð2317Þ− with a zero width to describe the signal. The
upper limit on the width of Ds0ð2317Þ− is estimated as
3.8 MeVat 95% C.L. from previous experiments [5]. In an
alternative fit, we change the width of Ds0ð2317Þ− to
3.8 MeV; use the same Gaussian function to convolve the
shape from MC simulation; and take the difference in the
branching fraction, 5.3%, as systematic uncertainty.
In Eq. (2), the peaking background is considered, and the
result of the fit shows that its contribution is negligible. For
the signal mode,Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s , the tagged π0 could
also come fromD−s . This kind of event is regarded as signal,
































FIG. 3. Angular distributions of Ds0ð2317Þ− in the eþe− c.m.
system (left) and of π0 in the Ds0ð2317Þ− c.m. system (right).
Black dots and red lines represent the data after background
subtraction and MC simulation, respectively.
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efficiency, which is estimated from the MC simulation of
eþe−→Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ−→Dþs π0D−s with D−s decaying to
all possible modes. All peaking backgrounds come from
other decay modes of Ds0ð2317Þ−. To study the possible
contribution conservatively, we simulate the potential peak-
ing backgrounds,Ds0ð2317Þ− → γD−s , γγD−s and πþπ−D−s
exclusively. The upper limits on the ratios ΓðγD−s Þ=
Γðπ0D−s Þ, ΓðγγD−s Þ=Γðπ0D−s Þ, and Γðπþπ−D−s Þ=Γðπ0D−s Þ
are estimated as 0.059, 0.18, and 0.006, respectively [5]. The
total systematic uncertainty in BðDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s Þ is
conservatively estimated to be 8.5%.
All the above systematic uncertainties are listed in
Table I. Assuming all of them are independent and adding
them in quadrature, we estimate a total systematic uncer-
tainty of 13.8% in the branching fraction. Since the
BDs0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s is at the upper bound, we assign
a −0.14 systematic uncertainty in it.
B. Mass measurement
The systematic uncertainties in the mass measurement of
Ds0ð2317Þ− come from mass calibration, signal shape,
background shape, and c.m. energy determination. For the
mass calibration, we use the control sample eþe− →
Dþs D−s at 4.6 GeV and compare the mass of the recoiling
D−s with the world average value [5]. The same event
selections and fit procedure as forDþs Ds0ð2317Þ− are used
for Dþs D−s , and the shape of the missing D−s is para-
metrized as a Crystal Ball function convolved with a
Gaussian function. The difference in the mass of D−s
between data and the world average value [5], which
includes the contribution of the uncertainty on c.m. energy,
1.2 MeV=c2, is taken as systematic uncertainty. The
uncertainties in signal and background shapes are studied
with the same method as for the systematic uncertainty
study in branching fraction measurement. The results show
that these systematic uncertainties are negligible.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we observe the Ds0ð2317Þ− signal in the
process eþe− → Dþs Ds0ð2317Þ− from a data sample at a
c.m. energy of 4.6 GeV. The statistical significance of the
Ds0ð2317Þ− signal is 5.8σ, and the mass is determined to be
ð2318.3 1.2 1.2Þ MeV=c2. The absolute branching
fraction of Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s is measured for the first
time to be 1.00þ0.00−0.14ðstatÞþ0.00−0.14ðsystÞ, where the uncertain-
ties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The result
shows thatDs0ð2317Þ− tends to have a significantly smaller
branching fraction to γD−s than to π0D−s , and this differs
from the expectation of the conventional c¯s hypothesis of
Ds0ð2317Þ− [13], which predicts that Ds0ð2317Þ− should
have a branching fraction of γD−s at around 15% or even
larger, but agrees well with the calculation in the molecule
picture [14], which shows that the branching fraction of
π0D−s is in a range of 93–100%. In the future, with more
data accumulated at BESIII or with a fine scan from
PANDA [31], the width of Ds0ð2317Þ− could be measured.
Combined with the absolute branching fractions of
Ds0ð2317Þ− → π0D−s and γD−s , we may shed light on
the nature of Ds0ð2317Þ−.
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